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Technical Assistance
If you encounter a problem with your MCT series controller, review all of your configuration information to
verify that your selections are consistent with your application: inputs; outputs; alarms; limits; etc. If the
problem persists after checking the above, you can get technical assistance by dialing +1 (866) 342-5332 or
by faxing your request to +1 (866) 332-8014, Monday thru Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time. You can also email your request to support@futuredesigncontrols.com.
An applications engineer will discuss your application with you.
Please have the following information available:
• Complete Model #’s and/or Serial #’s for Component(s) in Question
• Complete Software Version #’s
• All Configuration Information
• All User Manuals
Warranty and return information is on the back cover of this manual.

Comments
Your comments or suggestions on this manual are welcome. Please send them to:
Future Design Controls, P.O. Box 1196, Bridgeview, Illinois, 60455
Telephone: +1 (888) 751-5444; fax: +1 (888) 307-8014
csr@futuredesigncontrols.com

The MCT Cloud Services document is copyrighted by Future Design Controls, Inc., © 2018, all rights
reserved.
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1 What is the Cloud?
What is the cloud? This is most likely a question you've heard or even asked yourself. The term "cloud
computing" is everywhere. In the simplest terms, cloud computing means storing and accessing data and
programs over the Internet instead of your computer's hard drive. The cloud is just a metaphor for the
Internet. Go back to the days of flowcharts and presentations where the server-farm infrastructure of the
internet was nothing but a puffy, white cloud that accepted connections and provided information as it floated
in space.

It is the “catchy” buzz word because it sounds better to say “cloud storage” than “internet storage” for
example. The cloud infers a sense of vastness like that of the big open sky where all things can be, while the
word “internet” has been a term we have all known of and used since dial-up internet was the latest
technology. When we think of the internet, it just holds that singular reference of the connection to the outside
world.
What cloud computing is not, is about your hard drive. When you store data on, or run programs from the
hard drive, that's called local storage and computing. Everything you need is physically close to you, which
means accessing your data is fast and easy for that one computer, or others on the local network. The cloud
is also not about having a resident server or dedicated network attached storage (NAS). Storing data on a
home or office network does not count as utilizing the cloud. However, some NAS will let you remotely
access things over the Internet, such as “My Cloud” from Western Digital just to keep things confusing.
For it to be considered "cloud computing," you need to access your data or your programs over the Internet,
or at the very least, have that data synced with other information over the Web. In a business, you may know
all there is to know about what's on the other side of the connection; as an individual user, you may never
have any idea what kind of massive data processing is happening on the other end. The end result is the
same: with an online connection, cloud computing can be done anywhere, anytime as long as you have an
internet connection.
Many of us already use the cloud, maybe without even realizing it. The lines between local computing and
cloud computing sometimes get blurry. That's because the cloud is part of almost everything on our
computers these days. You can easily have a local piece of software (for instance, Microsoft Office 365) that
utilizes a form of cloud computing for storage (Microsoft OneDrive). Microsoft also offers a set of Web-based
applications, Office Online, that are Internet-only versions of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote
accessed via your Web browser without installing anything. That makes them a version of cloud computing
(Web-based = cloud).
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2 MCT LAN/WAN/Cloud Interfaces
The MCT series product line offers several types of data services including FTP, FileWeb and DataWeb.
These services can be implemented on a LAN (local area network) like a home or office network as well as on
a WAN (wide area network) also known as the internet (or cloud). The flexibility of the MCT data services
caters to the service requirements of the customer and can be expanded as requirements grow.
Future Design Controls provides a free cloud service (FDCutil.com) that customers can use to test the data
services offered in the MCT and also offers free storage for up to 250 configuration files (at the time of this
printing). This allows an MCT to be configured anywhere, anytime as long as an internet connection is
available. Same principle as restoring the configuration on your favorite smartphone or tablet.

2.1

FTP Interface

What is FTP? FTP is short for File Transfer Protocol. FTP servers have been around for many years and
can be installed on local or network machines. We have all encountered FTP out there already. Have you
ever downloaded the latest version of Firefox or grabbed MP3s from someone’s personal server halfway
around the word? Then you have probably used FTP without even knowing it. Today’s web browsers allow
you to download files via FTP from within the browser window. It’s very convenient, and it’s great for those
times you need to download a file or two, but the browser-download method does not offer much in the realm
of flexibility.
An FTP server allows a client (in this case the MCT) to transfer files to the FTP server. This allows for
manual and automatic backup of data from the MCT. The FTP interface of the MCT allows for remote
storage of all data files, alarm history files and audit trail files contained within the local storage memory of the
MCT without having to touch the unit. Once the FTP server data has been entered into the MCT, the MCT
can back up the data every night as well as delete it from its internal memory in order to keep free space
available for additional files. Having the files automatically stored on an FTP server also provides easy
access to anyone that requires them without having to be in the physical presence of the MCT to view the
files.
FTP is a session based interface with the MCT supporting “passive” mode operation. Once the session is
started, the MCT client (device) can establish a connection with the FTP server using a username and
password or anonymously (no username or password). The connection authentication is only used when the
session is started with the session being continued until the MCT device closes the session or the session is
closed by the FTP remote server (could be for many reasons).

2.2

FileWeb Interface

The FileWeb interface is similar to FTP in that it allows the MCT to transfer its files to a web site for download
which can then be accessed using a standard web browser. This interface provides the user the ability to
setup a web site to store files for local or global access without installing an FTP server.
FileWeb is also a more secure interface. The MCT can FTP files either anonymously or with a user name
and password for secure FTP. However, FileWeb uses a secure connection (“https://” connection where data
is encrypted for transfer) and requires a user name and password or files will not be transferred to the
website. The user name and password are also validated for each file transferred, unlike FTP where once the
login is made, any number of files can be transferred until the sessions is closed without re-verifying the login
credentials during each file transfer.
Once the FileWeb server data has been entered into the MCT, the MCT can back up the data every night as
well as delete it from its internal memory in order to keep free space available for additional files. Having the
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files automatically stored on an FileWeb server also provides easy access to anyone that requires them
without having to be in the physical presence of the MCT to view the files.

2.3

DataWeb Interface

The DataWeb interface provides for the transfer of secure real time data which can be shared and viewed
across networks for real time manufacturing systems or any data base that supports SQL (MySQL, SQL,
Oracle, etc.) commands. Instead of transferring multiple files for backup like the FTP and FileWeb interfaces,
the DataWeb interface transfers records (i.e. MCT device PV, SP & %Output data) in real time based on the
log setup interval at the MCT. When logging is started at the MCT, data will begin transfer to the server-side
site with real time data which matches the interval set at the MCT device.
The fastest data will be transferred to the site is at 1-minute intervals. If the data log rate at the MCT is set to
1 second for example, the data in each transfer contains 60 readings of all programmed variables from the
MCT device. If the logging rate is set for 1 minute, each minute the MCT device will send a single reading of
all programmed variables to the DataWeb server’s database.
We all use individual files to store data locally. When using an Excel file for example, we might put names
and addresses in each column of the file as well as other data for each contact. We also create additional
spreadsheets (or files) for different type of contacts or relationships between entry types. This works well for
small groups of data that we track that have close associations between the data inside the file. We often find
that we have many files in directories that store multiple types of data relations. When we are looking for
data, we look the through the directory for the file name and then search through the file. We also know as
data builds up we end up with lots of files to sort through and the data inside the file is not accessible to
others easily.
We all use databases as well, we use an order entry (or some other entry) system where fields are provided
for name, address, etc. When searching for information in a database we use keyword(s) to find every record
that matches the keyword. It’s much faster than looking through individual files for the data and can be
accessed by all who have been given permissions to do a search (including automated systems making SQL
calls within the database). The browser search engines we use display results from a large array of data
across the internet.
The MCT DataWeb allows each MCT device to be connected to a larger database system rather than a file
based only system. This means once the database is setup, many MCT devices can be connected and their
data displayed, sorted, searched through, charted or displayed in any manner supported on the server-side
database.
Consider the following example:
We have five MCT devices in different locations connected to the same web server data base.
MCT1
MCT2
MCT3
MCT4
MCT5

ID1 set for 16640Oven1
ID1 set for 16641Oven2
ID1 set for 16642Oven3
ID1 set for 16642Oven4
ID1 set for 16644Oven5

Each of the 5 MCT devices have their data log rate set for 1 minute. Using a web browser with access to the
secure site (https://), a user could search for 16640Oven1 with a time stamp on the data from a specific date
and time range (i.e 10/12/2018, 8:00AM to 4:00AM). The browser interface could then show this specific
oven’s data for the given time frame in tabular, trend or other graphic representation of the data.
Other automated systems within the company’s network could also make SQL queries to the same database
which might display data from the MCT devices on network stations (or other devices) in specific areas of
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operation where required. These queries are always made from the database, never the actual MCT device
itself, and the MCT device will not respond to any command from a remote sever for security reasons.

2.4

Cloud Controller Configuration

The cloud controller configuration interface of the MCT provides a means to globally configure any MCT
through the touch of a button as long as an internet connection is available. Unlike the FTP, FileWeb and
DataWeb interfaces that only allow the user to store files and data, the cloud configuration provides the user
with the ability to both export and import MCT configurations to/from the cloud. Coupled with the free
configuration storage service provided at the Future Design Controls FDCUtil.com website, users can store
their configurations remotely, and then import it to any number of MCT units throughout the world.
To prevent any tampering of the configuration files, each file is encrypted and embedded with a digital
signature to ensure data integrity. If an attempt is made to load a configuration file that has been tampered
with or altered in any way, it will fail multiple encrypted security checks which will prevent the user from
importing bad data or altering the configuration of the MCT device.
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3 FDCUtil.com Website
The FDCUtil.com website is a Future Design Controls (http/https) site that allows customers to create a free
account and test the FTP, FileWeb and DataWeb interfaces offered on the MCT. It also provides each
account with the storage capacity of up to 250 configuration files. The site automatically deletes data files
(not configuration files) every 60 minutes since this is a test site, and cannot be used for permanent web
storage of data files.
The site allows customers to fully test and verify that data is being transferred properly from the MCT device
to the site thereby providing everything needed to test the MCT and the Internet connection without requiring
additional software or development. This allows the customer to test the interface and pick which type of data
transfer is the best for operations. It also allows any customer to test their connectivity when having issues
during setup of their own IT servers (for FTP, FileWeb, etc.).

3.1

Create an Account

To create a free account, go to the following link: https://fdcutil.com/FDDataWeb/

Click on the “Sign Up” link. Enter your name, company name, email address and password. Note that your
email address will not be used for solicitation purposes. It is used to send an account verification email. The
email sent requires no confirming information; it only verifies that a real user got the email before activating
the account. Although FdcUtil.com is a no-charge site, important user data is encrypted for additional
protection.
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3.2

Accessing Your Account

Once you have created and verified your account, you can log in to the website. Once logged in, the main
FDCUtil website will be displayed with tabs for Data (DataWeb), Files (FileWeb), FTP Files (FTP) and
Configurations. These tabs can be clicked on and will display data after transfer from the MCT device. After
2 hours, the data will be deleted from each section (except for Configurations) or the data can be manually
deleted using the “Delete” link on each page.
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3.2.1

FTP Files Page

The FTP files page, accessible from the “FTP Files” menu item, lists the files in the customer’s FTP data
directory. These are only the files in the customer’s directory, not all uploads. The user can delete the files
from this page.

To setup the MCT for use with the FDCutil.com FTP server, contact Future Design Controls technical support
for FTP access. The FTP section of FDCutil.com is used for tech support (pass/fail) testing only when
validation if required at a customer site (customer site not working for some reason). This is due to the user
based security in the FileWeb/DataWeb interfaces not included in the FTP services.
After FTP access is given by FDC technical support, press the “Save” button to complete the setup on the
MCT FTP/WAN screen. Press the “Start” button to begin a manual transfer of files from the MCT to the
FDCutil.com site. Login to the FDCutil.com site to view the FTP files by pressing on the FTP files link on the
page (or press FTP link if already logged into FDCutil.com).
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3.2.2

Data Files Page (FileWeb)

The data files page, accessible from the “Files” menu item, lists the files in the customer’s data directory.
These are only the files in the customer’s directory, not all uploads. The user can delete the files from this
page.

To setup the MCT for use with the FDCutil.com FileWeb server, go to the FTP/WAN screen on the MCT and
enter the following data into the screen fields. Make sure to replace the “custName” and “custPassword” text
below with the actual user name/password entered during the FDCutil.com signup process.
Type = FileWeb
IP Add = https://fdcutil.com/FDDataService.svc
User = UserNameUsedDuringSignUp
Password = UserPasswordUsedDuringSignUp
Server = UserNameUsedDuringSignUp
Port = not used (can be left at current value)
Press the “Save” button to complete the setup on the MCT FTP/WAN screen. Press the “Start” button to
begin a manual transfer of files from the MCT to the FDCutil.com site. Login to the FDCutil.com site to view
the data files by pressing on the Files link on the page (or press Files link if already logged into FDCutil.com)
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3.2.3

Database Data Page (DataWeb)

Once logged in, the customer will be shown the database data page. If data has been uploaded to the
database, it will be displayed on this page. Data records can also be individually deleted. Choices from the
Data link allows the user to view tabular data only or tabular data with a trend of the data at the top of the
page.

To setup the MCT for use with the FDCutil.com DataWeb server, go to the FTP/WAN screen on the MCT and
enter the following data into the screen fields. Make sure to replace the “custName” and “custPassword” text
below with the actual user name/password entered during the FDCutil.com signup process.
Type = DataWeb
IP Add = https://fdcutil.com/FDDataService.svc
User = UserNameUsedDuringSignUp
Password = UserPasswordUsedDuringSignUp
Server = empty (no characters)
Port = not used (can be left at current value)
Press the “Save” button to complete the setup on the MCT FTP/WAN screen. When logging is started at the
MCT, data will begin transfer to the “Data” section of the server-side site. Data will be transferred to the
server at the beginning of logging (one record) with additional records transferred based on the rate that the
MCT data log interval is set for. The maximum rate of data transfer is once per minute, so if the logging
interval is set to 1 second at the MCT, 60 data records (one for each second) will be transferred to the site
once every minute.
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4 FDC Cloud “Server” Services
Mooseworks Software is pleased to provide cloud services for Future Design Controls and the MCT
devices. We provide:
Cloud data service setup for FTP, FileWeb and/or DataWeb protocols. This includes server setup,
creation of the data service, and database setup for DataWeb. This can be on a client server, or
on server hosting we provide.
Cloud Hosting using Amazon Web Services (AWS).
Custom service and database development. If you wish to expand the capabilities of the standard
cloud storage, we can help provide web user interfaces to data, services for retrieving data, and
data analysis tools.
Mooseworks also provides custom software development services for mobile, industrial, web and
desktop platforms.

What to Expect
After an initial consultation, we will:
Provide a schedule and budget.
Document exactly what you want the service to do.
Setup hosting, server, database, service and administrative website.
Implement and deploy any additional features and capabilities.
Provide support and maintenance as desired.
We do not offshore work; you will always have direct contact with the person doing the work.

Pricing Models
We offer choices for pricing:
Standard setup without hosting charges (same functionality as fdcUtil.com) - $4200.
Standard hosting with AWS including support - $2875 / year.
Support of client server (not AWS hosting) - $2500 / year.
DIY Documentation – interface/data model definitions, and server setup directions - $2000
Custom development services:
o Fixed pricing available for well-defined requirements.
o Time and material options available for less defined, continuous engagements.

Contact Information
Keith Welch
keith@mooseworkssoftware.com
For more information, please visit http://mooseworkssoftware.com/.
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FUTURE DESIGN SOFTWARE LICENSE - For FDC MCT Controller
Future Design Controls Windows CE based MCT software (listed as “SOFTWARE” in this document) is
protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties, as well as other intellectual property laws and
treaties. The SOFTWARE is licensed at no charge to the end user when all components of the system are
purchased from Future Design Controls. All ownership and rights remain with Future Design Controls.
I. LICENSE GRANT. This LICENSE grants you the following rights:
A. You may use Future Design’s SOFTWARE with Future Design Controls products or products marketed by Future
Design Controls only. Products are considered Future Design Controls products (and products marketed by Future
Design Controls) when the sale or shipment originates from our main headquarters in Bridgeview, IL or one of our
authorized office locations. Products purchased from Future Design Controls distributors or OEM's with brand labels
other than Future Design controls are not considered Future Design Controls products and cannot be used with Future
Designs SOFTWARE. Using Future Design's SOFTWARE with any other manufacturer (or distributor) of hardware is a
violation of this license and applicable copyright laws. The SOFTWARE is considered in "use" when it is installed into
permanent or temporary memory (e.g. MCT, or other storage device)
B. Solely with respect to electronic documents included with the SOFTWARE, you may make a copy (either in hardcopy
or electronic form), provided that the software is not resold without the knowledge and acceptance of terms by Future
Design Controls.

II. TITLE; COPYRIGHT.
All title and copyrights in and to the SOFTWARE (including but not limited to any images, photographs, animation, video,
audio, music, text and "applets" incorporated into the SOFTWARE), the accompanying printed materials, and any copies
of the SOFTWARE are owned by Future Design Controls or its suppliers. The SOFTWARE is protected by copyright laws
and international treaty provisions. Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material, except
that you may either (A) make one copy of the SOFTWARE solely for backup or archival purposes or (B) install the
SOFTWARE on each system purchased from Future Design Controls (MCT) provided you keep the original solely for
backup or archival purposes. You may not copy the printed materials accompanying the SOFTWARE.

III. ADDITIONAL RIGHTS AND LIMITATIONS.
A. Reverse Engineering, De-compilation, and Disassembly: You may not reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or
modify the SOFTWARE (MCT application software).
B. No Separation of Components. The SOFTWARE is licensed as a single product and the software programs
comprising the SOFTWARE may not be separated for use on any hardware not supplied by Future Design Controls.
C. Rental. You may not rent or lease the SOFTWARE.
D. Software Transfer. You may NOT transfer any of your rights under this LICENSE.
E. Termination. Without prejudice to any other rights, Future Design Controls may terminate this LICENSE if you fail to
comply with the terms and conditions of this LICENSE. In such event, you must destroy all copies of the SOFTWARE and
agree not to modify/distribute the software or download to any hardware not purchased from Future Design Controls.
F. The selection, application and use of Future Design products and/or software is the sole responsibility of the purchaser
or end user. No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or
consequential. In addition, Future Design reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser or user to
materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specification. Future Design Controls makes no
warranties when using Future Design Controls SOFTWARE system.
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Software Usage Note:
The selection, application and use of Future Design Controls products and/or software is the sole
responsibility of the purchaser or end user. No claims will be allowed for any damages or losses,
whether direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential.
In addition, Future Design Controls reserves the right to make changes without notification to
purchaser or user to materials or processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable
specification. Future Design Controls makes no warranties when using the MCT system.

Warranty:
Future Design Controls products described in this book are warranted to be free from functional defects in
material and workmanship at the time the products shipped from Future Design Controls facilities and to
conform at that time to the specifications set forth in the relevant Future Design Controls manual, sheet or
sheets for a period of one year after delivery to the first purchaser.
Future Design Controls products are warranted to be free from functional defects in materials and
workmanship at the time the products shipped from Future Design Controls facilities and to conform at that
time to the specifications set forth in the relevant Future Design Controls manual, sheet or sheets for a period
of one year after delivery to the first purchaser for use.
There are no expressed or implied Warranties extending beyond the Warranties herein and above set forth.
Limitations: Future Design Controls provides no warranty or representations of any sort regarding the fitness
of use or application of its products by the purchaser. Users are responsible for the selection, suitability of the
products for their application or use of Future Design Controls products.
Future Design Controls shall not be liable for any damages or losses, whether direct, indirect, incidental,
special, consequential or any other damages, costs or expenses excepting only the cost or expense of repair
or replacement of Future Design Control products as described below.
Future Design Controls sole responsibility under the warranty, at Future Design Controls option, is limited to
replacement or repair, free of charge, or refund of purchase price within the warranty period specified. This
warranty does not apply to damage resulting from transportation, alteration, misuse or abuse.
Future Design Controls reserves the right to make changes without notification to purchaser to materials or
processing that do not affect compliance with any applicable specifications.

Return Material Authorization:
Contact Future Design Controls for Return Material Authorization Number prior to returning any product to our
facility:

7524 West 98th Place – Bridgeview, IL 60455 – Phone 888.751.5444 – Fax 888.307.8014
http://www.futuredesigncontrols.com
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